Abstract-This paper addresses the problem of compression of 3D point cloud sequences that are characterized by moving 3D positions and color attributes. As temporally successive point cloud frames share some similarities, motion estimation is key to effective compression of these sequences. It, however, remains a challenging problem as the point cloud frames have varying numbers of points without explicit correspondence information. We represent the time-varying geometry of these sequences with a set of graphs, and consider 3D positions and color attributes of the point clouds as signals on the vertices of the graphs. We then cast motion estimation as a feature-matching problem between successive graphs. The motion is estimated on a sparse set of representative vertices using new spectral graph wavelet descriptors. A dense motion field is eventually interpolated by solving a graph-based regularization problem. The estimated motion is finally used for removing the temporal redundancy in the predictive coding of the 3D positions and the color characteristics of the point cloud sequences. Experimental results demonstrate that our method is able to accurately estimate the motion between consecutive frames. Moreover, motion estimation is shown to bring a significant improvement in terms of the overall compression performance of the sequence. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that exploits both the spatial correlation inside each frame (through the graph) and the temporal correlation between the frames (through the motion estimation) to compress the color and the geometry of 3D point cloud sequences in an efficient way.
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I. INTRODUCTION

D
YNAMIC 3D scenes such as humans in motion can now be captured by arrays of color plus depth (or 'RGBD') video cameras [1] , and such data is getting very popular in emerging applications such as animation, gaming, virtual reality, and immersive communications. The geometry captured by RGBD camera arrays, unlike computer-generated geometry, has little explicit spatio-temporal structure, and is often represented by sequences of colored point clouds. Frames, which are the point clouds captured at a given time instant as shown in Fig. 1 , may have different numbers of points, and there is no explicit association between points over time. Performing motion estimation, motion compensation, and effective compression of such data is therefore a challenging task.
In this paper, we focus on the compression of the 3D geometry and color attributes and propose a novel motion estimation and compensation scheme that exploits temporal correlation in sequences of point clouds. To deal with the large size of these sequences, we consider that the point clouds are voxelized, that is, their 3D positions are quantized to a regular, axis-aligned, 3D grid having a given stepsize. This quantization of the space is commonly achieved by modeling the 3D point cloud sequences as a series of octree data structures [1] - [3] . In contrast to polygonal mesh representations, the octree structure exploits the spatial organization of the 3D points, which results in easy manipulations and permits real-time processing of the point cloud data. In more details, an octree is a tree structure with a predefined depth, where every branch node represents a certain cube volume in the 3D space, which is called a voxel. A voxel containing at least a point is said to be occupied. Although the overall voxel set lies in a regular grid, the set of occupied voxels are non-uniformly distributed in space. To uncover the irregular structure of the occupied voxels inside each frame, we consider voxels as vertices in a graph G, with edges between nearby vertices. Attributes of each voxel n, including 3D position p(n) = [x, y, z](n) and color components c(n) = [r, g, b] (n), are treated as signals residing on the vertices of the graph. Such an example is illustrated in Fig. 2 . As frames in the 3D point cloud sequences are correlated, the graph signals at consecutive time instants are also correlated. Hence, removing temporal correlation implies comparing the signals residing on the vertices of consecutive graphs. The estimation of the correlation is however a challenging task as the graphs usually have different numbers of nodes and no explicit correspondence information between the nodes is available in the sequence.
We build on our previous work [4] , and propose a novel algorithm for motion estimation and compensation in 3D point cloud sequences. We cast motion estimation as a feature matching problem on dynamic graphs. In particular, we compute new local features at different scales with spectral graph wavelets (SGW) [5] for each node of the graph. Our feature descriptors, which consist of the wavelet coefficients of each of the signals placed in the corresponding vertex, are then used to compute point-to-point correspondences between graphs of different frames. We match our SGW features in different graphs with a criterion that is based on the Mahalanobis distance and trained from the data. To avoid inaccurate matches, we first compute the motion on a sparse set of matching nodes that satisfy the matching criterion. We then interpolate the motion of the other nodes of the graph by solving a new graph-based quadratic regularization problem, which promotes smoothness of the motion vectors on the graph in order to build a consistent motion field.
Then, we design a compression system for 3D point cloud sequences, where we exploit the estimated motion information in the predictive coding of the geometry and color information. The basic blocks of our compression architecture are shown in Fig. 3 . We code the motion field in the graph Fourier domain by exploiting its smoothness on the graph. Temporal redundancy in consecutive 3D positions is removed by coding the structural difference between the target frame and the motion compensated reference frame. The structural difference is efficiently described in a binary stream format as described in [6] . Finally, we predict the color of the target frame by interpolating it from the color of the motion compensated reference frame. Only the difference between the actual color information and the result of the motion compensation is actually coded with a state-of-the-art encoder for static octree data [7] . Experimental results illustrate that our Fig. 3 . Schematic overview of the encoding architecture of a point cloud sequence. Motion estimation is used to reduce the temporal redundancy for efficient compression of the 3D geometry and the color attributes. motion estimation scheme effectively captures the correlation between consecutive frames. Moreover, introducing motion compensation in compression of 3D point cloud sequences results in significant improvement in terms of rate-distortion performance of the overall system, and in particular in the compression of the color attributes where we achieve a gain of up to 10 dB in comparison to state-of-the-art encoders.
The contribution of the paper is summarized as follows. The proposed encoder is the first one to exploit motion estimation in efficient coding of point cloud sequences, without going first through the expensive conversion of the data into a temporally consistent polygonal mesh. Second, we represent the point cloud sequences as a set of graphs and we solve the motion estimation problem as a new feature matching problem in dynamic graphs. Third, we propose a differential coding scheme for geometry and color compression that provides significant overall gain in terms of rate-distortion performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in Section II, we review the existing work in the literature that studies the problem of compression of 3D point clouds. Next, in Section III, we describe the representation of 3D point clouds by performing an octree decomposition of the 3D space and we introduce graphs to capture the irregular structure of this representation. The motion estimation scheme is presented in Section IV. The estimated motion is then applied to the predictive coding of the geometry and the color in Section V. Finally, experimental results are given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The direct compression of 3D point cloud sequences has been largely overlooked so far in the literature. A few works have been proposed to compress static 3D point clouds. Some examples include the 2D wavelet transform based scheme of [8] , and the subdivision of the point cloud space in different resolution layers using a kd-tree structure [9] . An efficient binary description of the spatial point cloud distribution is performed through a decomposition of the 3D space using octree data structures. The octree decomposition, in contrast to the mesh construction, is quite simple to obtain. It is the basic idea behind the geometry compression algorithms of [2] and [3] . The octree structure is also adopted in [7] , to compress point cloud attributes. The authors construct a graph for each branch of leaves at certain levels of the octree. The graph transform, which is equivalent to the KarhunenLoève transform, is then applied to decorrelate the color attributes that are treated as signals on the graph. The proposed algorithm has been shown to remove the spatial redundancy for compression of the 3D point cloud attributes, with significant improvement over traditional methods. Sparse representations in a trained dictionary have further been used in [10] to compress the geometry of 3D point clouds surfaces. An alternative representation of 3D data is obtained by assigning a sphere to each point through the QSplat algorithm. The compression of the position, spherical radius, and normal data of each sphere has been studied in [11] and [12] . Recently, Ahn et al. [13] , proposed a novel geometry compression algorithm for large-scale 3D point clouds obtained by terrestrial laser scanners. In their work, the point clouds are converted into a range image and the radial distance in the range image is encoded in an adaptive way. However, all the above methods are designed mainly for static point clouds. In order to apply them to point cloud sequences, we need to consider each frame of the sequence independently, which is clearly suboptimal.
Temporal and spatial redundancy of point cloud sequences has been recently exploited in [6] . The authors compress the geometry by comparing the octree data structure of consecutive point clouds and encoding their structural difference. The proposed compression framework can handle general point cloud streams of arbitrary and varying size, with unknown correspondences. It enables detection and differential encoding of spatial changes within temporarily adjacent octree structures by modifying the octree data structure without computing the exact motion of the voxels. Motion estimation in point cloud sequences can be quite challenging due to the fact that point-to-point correspondences between consecutive frames are not known. While there exists a huge amount of works in the literature that study the problem of motion estimation in video compression, these methods cannot be extended easily to graph settings. In classical video coding schemes, motion in 3D space is mainly considered as a set of displacements in the regular image plane. Pixel-based methods [14] , such as block matching algorithms, or optical and scene flow algorithms, are designed for regular grids. Their generalization to the irregular graph domain is however not straightforward. Feature-based methods [15] , such as interest point detection, have also been widely used for motion estimation in video compression. These features usually correspond to key points of images such as corners or sharp edges [16] - [18] . With an appropriate definition of features on graphs, these methods can be extended to graphs. To the best of our knowledge though, they have not been adapted so far to estimate the motion on graphs, nor on point clouds. Someone could also apply classical 3D descriptors such as [19] - [24] to define 3D features. However, these types of descriptors assume that the point cloud represents a surface, which is not well adapted to the case of graphs. An overview of classical 3D descriptors can be found in [25] .
For the sake of completeness, we should mention that 3D point clouds are often converted into polygonal meshes, which can be compressed with a large body of existing methods. In particular, there exists literature for compressing dynamic 3D meshes with either fixed connectivity and known correspondences (e.g., [26] - [30] ) or varying connectivity (e.g., [31] - [33] ). A different type of approach consists of the video based methods. The irregular 3D structure of the meshes is parametrized into a rectangular 2D domain, obtaining the so called geometry images [34] in the case of a single mesh and geometry videos [35] , [36] in the case of 3D mesh sequences. The mapping of the 3D mesh surface onto a 2D array, which can be done either by using only the 3D geometry information or both the geometry and the texture information [37] , allows conventional video compression to be applied to the projected 2D videos. Within the same line of work, emphasis has been given to extending these types of algorithms to handling sequences of meshes with different numbers of vertices and exploiting temporal correlation between them. An example is the recent work in [38] , which proposes a framework for compressing 3D human motion oriented geometry videos by constructing key frames that are able to reconstruct the whole motion sequence. Comparing to the mesh-based compression algorithms, the advantage is that the mesh connectivity information (i.e., vertices and faces) does not need to be sent to the decoder, and the complexity is reduced by performing the operations from the 3D to the 2D space. All the above mentioned works however require the conversion process of the point cloud into a mesh in the encoder and the inverse at rendering, which might be computationally expensive. Finally, marching cubes algorithm [39] can be used to extract a polygonal mesh in a fast way, but it requires a "filled" volume.
Thus, we believe that octree representations are efficient for modeling temporally changing unorganized point clouds, where input 3D points correspond to sampling of surfaces.
In what follows, we use such representations to design a framework for compressing effectively 3D point cloud sequences.
III. STRUCTURAL REPRESENTATION
OF 3D POINT CLOUDS 3D point clouds usually have little explicit spatial structure. Someone can however organize the 3D space by converting the point cloud into an octree data structure [1] - [3] . In what follows, we recall the octree construction process, and introduce graphs as a tool for capturing the structure of the leaf nodes of the octree.
A. Octree Representation of 3D Point Clouds
An octree is a tree structure with a predefined depth, where every branch node represents a certain cube volume in the 3D space, which is called a voxel. A voxel containing at least one sample from the 3D point cloud is said to be occupied. Initially, the 3D space is hierarchically partitioned into voxels whose total number depends on the number of 3D volume subdivisions, i.e., the depth of the resulting tree structure. For a given depth, an octree is constructed by traversing the tree structure in depth-first order. Starting from the root, each node can generate eight children voxels. At the maximum depth of the tree, all the points are mapped to leaf voxels. An example of the voxelization of a 3D model for different depth levels, or equivalently for different quantization stepsizes, is shown in Fig. 4 .
In contrast to temporally consistent polygonal mesh representations, the octree structures are appropriate for modeling 3D point cloud sequences as they are easy to obtain. Thanks to the different depths of the tree, they permit a multiresolution representation of the data that leads to efficient data processing in many applications. In particular, this multiresolution representation permits a progressive compression of the 3D positions of the data, which is lossless within each representation level [6] .
B. Graph-Based Representation of 3D Point Clouds
Although the overall voxel set lies on a regular grid, the set of occupied voxels is non-uniformly distributed in space, as most of the leaf voxels are unoccupied. In order to represent the irregular structure formed by the occupied voxels, we use a graph-based representation. Graph-based representations are flexible and well adapted to data that live on an irregular domain [40] . In particular, we represent the set of occupied voxels of the octree using a weighted and undirected graph G = (V, E, W ), where V and E represent the vertex and edge sets of G. Each of the N nodes in V corresponds to an occupied voxel, while each edge in E connects neighboring occupied voxels. We define the connectivity of the graph based on the K -nearest neighbors (K -NN) graph, which is widely used in the literature. We usually set K to 26 as it corresponds to the maximum number of neighbors for a node that has a maximum distance of one step along any axis of the 3D space. However, since in general not all 26 voxels are occupied, we extend our construction to the general K -NN graph. Two vertices are thus connected if they are among the 26 nearest neighbors in the voxel grid, which results in a connected graph. This property is useful in the interpolation of the motion vectors, as we see in the following section. The matrix W is a matrix of positive edge weights, with W (i, j ) denoting the weight of an edge connecting vertices i and j . This weight captures the connectivity pattern of nearby occupied voxels and is chosen to be inversely proportional to the 3D distance between voxels.
After the graph G = (V, E, W ) is constructed, we consider the attributes of the 3D point cloud -the 3D coordinates p = [x, y, z] T ∈ R 3×N and the color components c = [r, g, b] T ∈ R 3×N -as signals that reside on the vertices of the graph G. A spectral representation of these signals can be obtained with the help of the Graph Fourier Transform (GFT). The GFT is defined through the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian operator L = D − W , where D is the diagonal degree matrix whose i th diagonal element is equal to the sum of the weights of all the edges incident to vertex i [41] . The graph Laplacian is a real symmetric matrix that has a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors with corresponding nonnegative eigenvalues. We here denote its eigenvectors by
, and the spectrum of eigenvalues by
, where N is the number of vertices of the graph. The GFT of any graph signal f ∈ R N is then defined as
where the inner product is conjugate-linear in the first argument. Then, the inverse graph Fourier transform (IGFT) is given by
The GFT provides a useful spectral representation of the data. Furthermore, it has been shown to be optimum for decorrelating a signal following the Gaussian Markov Random Field model with precision matrix L [42] . The GFT will be used later to define spectral features and to code effectively data on the graph.
IV. MOTION ESTIMATION IN 3D POINT CLOUD SEQUENCES
As the frames have irregular structures, we use a featurebased matching approach to find correspondences in temporally successive point clouds. We use the graph information and the signals residing on its vertices to define feature descriptors on each vertex. We first define simple octant indicator functions to capture the signal values in different orientations. We then characterize the local topological context of each of the point cloud signals in each of these orientations, by using spectral graph wavelets (SGW) computed on the color and geometry signals at different resolutions [5] . Our feature descriptors, which consist of the wavelet coefficients of these signals are then used to compute point-to-point correspondences between graphs of different frames. We select a subset of best matching nodes to define a sparse set of motion vectors that describe the temporal correlation in the sequence.
A dense motion field is eventually interpolated from the sparse set of motion vectors to obtain a complete mapping between two frames. The overall procedure is detailed below.
A. Multi-Resolution Features on Graphs
We define features in each node by computing the variation of the signal values, i.e., geometry and color components, in different parts of its neighborhood. For each node i belonging to the vertex set V of a graph G, i.e., i ∈ V, we first define
for the eight octants around the node i . For example, for the first octant it is given as follows
where 1 {·} ( j ) is the indicator function on j ∈ V, evaluated in a set {·} of voxels given by specific 3D coordinates. The first octant indicator function is thus nonzero only in the entries corresponding to the voxels whose 3D position coordinates are bigger than the ones of node i . We consider all possible combinations of coordinates, which results in a total of 2 3 indicator functions for the eight octants around i . These functions provide a notion of orientation of each node in the 3D space with respect to i , which is given by the octree decomposition.
We then compute graph spectral features based on both geometry and color information, by treating their values independently in each orientation. In particular, for each node i ∈ V and each geometry and color component f ∈ R N , where f ∈ {x, y, z, r, g, b}, we compute the spectral graph wavelet coefficients by considering independently the values of f in each orientation k with respect to node i such that
where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}, s ∈ S = {s 1 , . . . , s max }, is a set of discrete scales, and · denotes the pointwise product. The function ψ s,i represents the spectral graph wavelet of scale s placed at that particular node i . We recall that the spectral graph wavelets [5] are operator-valued functions of the graph Laplacian defined as
The graph wavelets are determined by the choice of a generating kernel g, which acts as a band-pass filter in the spectral domain, and a scaling kernel h that acts as a lowpass filter and captures the low frequency content. The scaling is defined in the spectral domain, i.e., the wavelet operator at scale s is given by T s g = g(sL). Spectral graph wavelets are finally realized through localizing these operators via the impulse δ on a single vertex i . The application of these wavelets to signals living on the graph results in a multi-scale descriptor for each node. We finally define the feature vector φ φ φ i at node i as the concatenation of the coefficients computed in (1) with wavelets at different scales, including the features obtained from the wavelet scaling function, i.e., φ φ
Finally, we note that spectral features have recently started to gain attention in the computer vision and shape analysis community. The heat kernel signatures [43] , their scaleinvariant version [44] , the wave kernel signatures [45] , the optimized spectral descriptors of [46] , have already been used in 3D shape processing with applications in graph matching [47] or in mesh segmentation and surface alignment problems [48] . These features have been shown to be stable under small perturbations of the edge nodes of the graph. In all these works though, the descriptors are defined based only on the graph structure, and the information about attributes of the nodes such as color and 3D positions, if any, is assumed to be introduced in the weights of the graph. The performance of these descriptors depends on the quality of the defined graph. In contrast to this line of works, we define features by considering attributes as signals that reside on the vertices of a graph and characterize each vertex by computing the local evolution of these signals at different scales. Furthermore, this approach gives us the flexility to consider the signal values in different orientations as discussed above, and makes the descriptor of each node more informative.
B. Finding Correspondences on Dynamic Graphs
We translate the problem of finding correspondences in two consecutive point clouds or frames of the sequence into finding correspondences between the vertices of their representative graphs. For the rest of this paper, we denote the sequence of frames as I = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I max } and the set of graphs corresponding to each frame as G = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G max }. For two consecutive frames of the sequence, I t , I t +1 , called also reference and target frame respectively, our goal is to find correspondences between the vertices of their representative graphs G t and G t +1 . The number of vertices in the respective vertex sets V t , V t +1 can differ between the graphs and is denoted as N t and N t +1 respectively.
We use the features defined in the previous subsection to measure the similarity between vertices. We compute the matching score between two nodes m ∈ V t , n ∈ V t +1 as the Mahalanobis distance between the corresponding feature vectors, i.e.,
where P is a matrix that characterizes the relationships between the geometry and the color feature components (measured in different units), as well as the contribution of each of the wavelet scales in the matching performance. As a result, if m ∈ V t corresponds to n ∈ V t +1 , φ φ φ m is a Gaussian random vector with mean φ φ φ n and covariance P −1 , while if m does not correspond to n, φ φ φ m comes from a very flat (essentially uniform) distribution. Hence the matching score σ (m, n) can be considered a log likelihood ratio for testing the hypothesis that m corresponds to n. We learn the positive definite matrix P by estimating the sample inverse covariance matrix from a set of training features that are known to be in correspondence. More precisely, we consider two frames I α , I β , for which the correspondences are known. For each m ∈ V α corresponding to n ∈ V β , we compute the error obtained from their feature difference, i.e., m,n = φ φ φ m − φ φ φ n . The error vectors defined by all the corresponding nodes are then used to estimate the sample covariance matrix of the feature differences and subsequently the inverse sample covariance matrix P. For each node in G t +1 , we then use the matching score of Eq. (2) to define the best matching node in G t . In particular, for each n ∈ V t +1 , we define as its best match in V t , the node m n with the minimum Mahalanobis distance, i.e.,
From the global set of correspondences computed for all the nodes of V t +1 , we select a sparse set of significant matches, namely correspondences with best scores. The objective of this selection is to take into consideration only accurate matches and ignore others since inaccurate correspondences are possible in the case of large displacements. We also want to avoid matching points in I t +1 that do not have any true correspondence in the preceding frame I t . In order to ensure that we keep correspondences in all areas of the 3D space, we cluster the vertices of G t +1 into different regions and we keep only one correspondence, i.e., one representative vertex, per region. Clustering is performed by applying K -means in the 3D coordinates of the nodes of the target frame, where K is usually set to be equal to the target number of significant matches. In order to avoid inaccurate matches, a representative vertex per cluster is included in the sparse set only if its best matching distance given by Eq. (3) is smaller than a predefined threshold. This procedure results in detecting a sparse set of vertices n in V t +1 , denoted V S t +1 ⊂ V t +1 , and the set of their correspondences m n in V t , V S t ⊂ V t . Moreover, our sparse set of matching points tend to represent accurate correspondences that are well distributed spatially.
C. Computation of the Motion Vectors
We now describe how we generate a dense motion field from the sparse set of matching nodes (m n , n) ∈ V S t × V S t +1 . Our implicit assumption is that vertices that are close in terms of 3D positions, namely close neighbors in the underlying graph, undergo a similar motion. We thus use the structure of the graph in order to interpolate the motion field, which is assumed to be smooth on the graph.
In more detail, our goal is to estimate the dense motion
we use the vector between the pair of matching points (m n , n),
Here we recall that p t and p t +1 are the 3D positions of the vertices of G t and G t +1 , respectively. To determine v t (m) for m ∈ V S t , we consider the motion field v t to be a vector-valued signal that lives on the vertices of G t . Then we smoothly interpolate the sparse set of motion vectors (4). The interpolation is performed by treating each component independently. Given the motion values on some of the vertices, we cast the motion interpolation as a regularization problem that estimates the motion values on the rest of the vertices by requiring the motion signal to vary smoothly across vertices that are connected by an edge in the graph. Moreover, we allow some smoothing on the known entries. The reason for that is that the proposed matching scheme does not necessarily guarantee that the sparse set of correspondences, and the estimated motion vectors associated with them, are correct. To limit the effect of motion estimation inaccuracies, for each matching pair (m n , n) ∈ V S t × V S t +1 , we model the matching score in the local neighborhood of m n ∈ V S t with a smooth signal approximation. Specifically, for each n ∈ V S t +1 , we extend the definition (4) to all m ∈ V t , i.e.,
Then, for each node that belongs to the two-hop neighborhood of m n i.e., m ∈ N 2 m n , we express σ (m, n) as a function of the geometric distance of p t (m) from p t (m n ), using a second-order Taylor series expansion around p t (m). That is,
For each n ∈ V S t +1 , we take σ (m, n) to be a discrete sampled version of a continuous function σ (v, n) where the second order Taylor approximation is
. Thus for each n ∈ V S t +1 , we assume that the matching score with respect to nodes that are in the neighborhood of its best match m n ∈ V S t can be well modeled by a quadratic approximation function. We estimate M n of this quadratic approximation as the normalized covariance matrix of the 3D offsets,
This is motivated by the fact that if σ (m, n)
Hence, u lies in an ellipsoid whose second moment is proportional to M n . Although there are other ways for computing M n in (5), this moment-matching method is fast and guarantees that M n is positive semi-definite. Next, we use the covariance matrices of the 3D offsets to define a diagonal matrix Q ∈ R 3N t ×3N t , such that
where
The matrix Q captures the second order Taylor approximation of the total matching score as a function of the motion vectors and the 3D geometry coordinates in the neighborhoods of the nodes in V S t and is used to regularize the motion vectors of the known entries in v t as shown next.
Finally, we interpolate the dense set of motion vectors v t * by taking into account the covariance of the motion vectors in the neighborhoods around the points that belong to the sparse set V S t and imposing smoothness of the dense motion vectors on the graph
where 
We note that the optimization problem consists of a fitting term that penalizes the excess matching score on the sparse set of matching nodes, and of a regularization term that imposes smoothness of the motion vectors in each of the position components independently. The tradeoff between the two terms is defined by the constant μ. A small μ promotes a solution that is closed to v 0 , while a big μ favors a solution that is very smooth. Similar regularization techniques, which are based on the notion of smoothness of the graph Laplacian, have been widely used in the semi-supervised learning literature [49] , [50] . The corresponding optimization problem is convex and it has a closed form solution given by
which can be computed iteratively using MINRES-QLP [51] in large systems. With a slight abuse of notation, we will from now on denote as v * t the reshaped motion vectors of dimensionality 3 × N t , where each row represents the motion in one of the three coordinates. Finally, v * t (m) ∈ R 3 denotes the 3D motion vector of node m ∈ V t .
D. Implementation Details
The proposed spectral features can be efficiently computed by approximating the spectral graph wavelets with Chebyshev polynomials of degree M, as described in [5] . Given this approximation, the wavelet coefficients at each scale can then be computed as a polynomial of L applied to a graph signal f . The latter can be performed in a way that accesses L only through iterative matrix-vector multiplications. The polynomial approximation can be particularly efficient when the graph is sparse, which is indeed the case of our K -NN graph. Using a sparse matrix representation, the computation cost of applying L to a vector is proportional to the number |E| of nonzero edges in the graph. The overall computational complexity is O(M|E|+ N(M +1)(|S|+1)) [5] , where |S| are the number of scales. Moreover, this approximation avoids the need to compute the complete spectrum of the graph Laplacian matrix. Thus, the computational cost of the features can be substantially reduced.
Regarding the computation of correspondences, we note that the motion between consecutive frames is expected to be relatively smooth. We can avoid computing pairwise distances with all the vertices of the reference frame, by only comparing with vertices whose distance in geometry is smaller than a predefined threshold. Moreover, although in our experiments we have used K -means clustering, dividing the space into small blocks could be enough for our purposes. An example is the procedure followed in [7] , where for efficiency the octree is divided into smaller blocks containing k × k × k voxels, where k is relatively small. Thus, in the case when the number of vertices is big and K -means may not be appropriate for grouping them, the procedure that we describe above can be very efficient and possibly applied in real time.
V. COMPRESSION OF 3D POINT CLOUD SEQUENCES
We describe now how the above motion estimation can be used to reduce temporal redundancy in the compression of 3D point cloud sequences, as shown in Fig. 3 . The first frame of the sequence is always encoded using intra-frame coding [7] , [52] . For the rest of the frames, we code the motion vectors by transforming them to the graph Fourier domain. We assume that the reference frame has already been sent and is known to the decoder. Coding of the 3D positions is then performed by comparing the structural difference between the target frame (I t +1 ) and the motion compensated reference frame (I t,mc ). Temporal redundancy in color compression is finally exploited by encoding the difference between the target frame and the color prediction obtained with motion compensation.
A. Coding of Motion Vectors
We recall that, for each pair of two consecutive frames I t , I t +1 , the sparse set of motion vectors is initially smoothed at the encoder side. The estimated dense motion field is then transmitted to the decoder. We exploit the fact that the graph Fourier transform is suitable for compressing smooth signals [42] , [53] , by coding the motion vectors in the graph Fourier domain. In particular, since the motion v * t is estimated in each of the nodes of the graph G t , we use the eigenvectors χ t = [χ t,0 , χ t,1 , . . . , χ t,N t −1 ] of the graph Laplacian operator corresponding to the graph G t of the reference frame, Fig. 6 . Illustration of the geometry compression of the target frame (TF) based on the motion compensated reference frame (RF). (a) Differential encoding of the consecutive frames where structural changes within octree occupied voxels are extracted during the binary serialization process and encoded using the XOR operator. The bit stream of the XOR operator is sent to the decoder. The figure is inspired by [6] . (b) Schematic overview of the overall 3D geometry coding scheme.
to transform the motion in each of the 3D directions separately such as
The transformed coefficients are uniformly quantized as round(
is the quantization stepsize that is constant across all the coefficients, and round refers to the rounding operation. The quantized coefficients are then entropy coded independently with the adaptive run-length/ golomb-rice (RLGR) entropy coder [54] and sent to the decoder. The decoder performs the reverse operations to obtain the decoded motion vectors v * t . Note that given that the decoder already knows the 3D positions of the reference frame, it can recover the K -NN graph. Thus, the connectivity of the graph does not have to be sent. A block diagram of the encoder and the decoder is shown in Fig. 5 .
B. Motion Compensated Coding of 3D Geometry
From the reference frame I t and its quantized motion vectors v * t , both of which are signals on G t , it is possible to predict the 3D positions of the points in the target frame I t +1 , which is a signal on G t +1 . Since the two graphs are of different size, a vector space prediction of I t +1 from I t is not possible. One can however warp I t to I t +1 in order to obtain a warped frame I t,mc that is close to I t +1 . Given that the 3D positions p t and the decoded motion vectors v * t of I t are known to both the encoder and the decoder, the position of node m in the warped frame I t,mc can be estimated on both sides as
Note that the 3D coordinates of the warped frame I t,mc remain signals on the graph G t . Given the warped frame I t,mc , we use the real-time compression algorithm proposed in [6] to code the structural difference between the 3D positions of I t +1 and I t,mc . Specifically, we assume that the point clouds corresponding to I t,mc and I t +1 have already been spatially decomposed into octree data structures at a predefined depth. By knowing the occupied voxels of the reference frame I t and the motion vectors v * t , both the encoder and decoder are able to compute the occupied voxels of the motion compensated reference frame I t,mc and the representative bit indicator function.
The encoding of the occupied voxels of the target frame I t +1 is performed by computing the exclusive-OR (XOR) between the indicator functions for the occupied voxels in frames I t,mc and I t +1 . This can be implemented by an octree decomposition of the set of voxels that are occupied in I t,mc but not in I t +1 , or vice versa, as illustrated in Fig. 6(a) . Thus, motion compensation is expected to reduce the set difference and hence the number of bits used by the octree decomposition. The decoder can eventually use the motion compensated reference frame and the bits from the octree decomposition to recover exactly the set of occupied voxels (and hence the graph and 3D positions) of the target frame I t +1 . We note that the first frame of the sequence is coded based on a static octree coding scheme. A schematic overview of the encoding and decoding architecture is shown in Fig. 6(b) . A detailed description of the algorithm can be found in the original paper [6] .
C. Motion Compensated Coding of Color Attributes
After coding the 3D positions and the motion vectors, motion compensation is used to predict the color of the target frame from the motion compensated reference frame. While the 3D positions p t,mc of the points in the warped frame I t,mc are based on the 3D positions of the reference frame I t and the motion field on the graph G t according to (8) , the colors c t,mc of the warped frame I t,mc can be transferred directly from I t according to
Unfortunately, the graphs G t and G t +1 have different sizes and there is no direct correspondence between their nodes. However, since I t,mc is obtained by warping I t to I t +1 , we can use the colors of the points in I t,mc to predict the colors of nearby points in I t +1 . To be specific, for each n ∈ V t +1 , we compute a predicted color value c t +1 (n) by averaging the color values of the nearest neighbors NN n in terms of the Euclidean distance of the 3D positions p t +1 (n) and p t,mc , i.e.,
where the number of nearest neighbors |NN n | is usually set to 3. The graph Fourier coefficients are uniformly quantized and entropy coded based on the scheme of [7] . The bit stream is sent to the decoder where the inverse operations are performed to decode the color of the target frame.
Overall, the color coding is implemented as follows. We code the first frame using the coding algorithm of [7] . For the rest of the frames, temporal redundancy in the color information is removed by coding with the graphbased compression algorithm in [7] only the residual of the target frame with respect to the color prediction obtained with the above method, i.e., c t +1 = c t +1 − c t +1 . The algorithm in [7] is designed for compressing the 3D color attributes in static frames and it essentially removes the spatial correlation within each frame by coding each color component in the graph Fourier domain. The algorithm divides each octree in small blocks containing k × k × k voxels. In each of these blocks, it constructs a graph and computes the graph Fourier transform. We adapt the algorithm to point cloud sequences by applying the graph Fourier transform to the color residual c t +1 . The residuals in each of the three color components are encoded separately. The graph Fourier coefficients are quantized uniformly with a stepsize , as round( χ T t+1 c t+1 ), where round denotes the rounding operator and χ t +1 are the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian matrix of the corresponding block. The quantized coefficients are then entropy coded, where the structure of the graph is exploited for better efficiency. More details about the color coding scheme are given in [7] and a schematic overview is given in Fig. 7 . Finally, we recall that, while the algorithm was originally used for coding static frames, in this paper we use it for coding the residual of the target frame from the motion compensated reference frame. The algorithm however remains a valid choice as the statistical distributions are carefully adapted to the actual signal characteristics.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We illustrate in this section the matching performance of our motion estimation scheme and the performance of the proposed compression scheme. We use three different sequences that capture human bodies in motion, i.e., the yellow dress (see Fig. 2 ) and the man (see Fig. 1 ) sequences, which have been captured according to [36] and voxelized to resemble data collected by the real-time high resolution sparse voxelization algorithm [1] , and a human upper body sequence, which has been captured according to [1] (see Fig. 8 ). The first sequence consists of 64 frames, the second one of 30 frames, and the third one of 63. The latter sequence, illustrated in Fig. 8 , is more noisy and incomplete. We voxelize the point cloud of each frame in these sequences to an octree with a depth of seven. The depth of the octree acts as a sort of quantization of the 3D space. However, our motion estimation and compression scheme can be applied to any other octree level, with similar performance.
A. Motion Estimation
We first illustrate the performance of our motion estimation algorithm by studying its effect in motion compensation experiments. We select two consecutive frames for each sequence, namely the reference (I t ) and the target frame (I t +1 ). The graph for each frame is constructed as described in Section III. We define spectral graph wavelets of 4 scales on these graphs, and for computational efficiency, we approximate them with Chebyshev polynomials of degree 30 [5] . We select the number of representative feature points to be around 500, which corresponds to fewer than 10% of the total occupied voxels, and we compute the sparse motion vectors on the corresponding nodes by spectral matching. We estimate the motion on the rest of the nodes by smoothing the motion vectors on the graph according to (6) .
In Figs. 9(a), 9(d), 9(g) we superimpose the reference and the target frames for the yellow dress, the man, and the upper body sequences accordingly in order to illustrate the motion involved between two consecutive frames. The key points used for spectral matching in each of the two frames are shown in Figs. 9(b), 9(e), 9(h), and they are represented in red for the target and in green for the reference frame. For the sake of clarity, we highlight only some of the correspondences used for computing the motion vectors. We observe that the sparse set of matching vertices are accurate and well-distributed in space for both sequences. Finally, in Figs. 9(c), 9(f), 9(i) we superimpose the target frame and the voxel representation of the motion compensated reference frame. By comparing visually these three figures to 9(a), 9(d), 9(g) respectively, we observe that in all the cases the motion compensated reference frame is much closer to the target frame than the reference frame. The result is actually true also for the quite noisy frames of the upper body sequence. The obtained results confirm that our algorithm is able to estimate accurately the motion even in pretty adverse conditions.
B. 3D Geometry Compression
We now study the benefits of motion estimation in the compression of geometry in 3D point cloud sequences. The compressed geometry information includes motion vectors and the geometry difference between the target frame and the motion compensated reference frame captured by the XOR encoded information. We note that the compression is performed on the whole sequence. The frames of the sequences Fig. 9 . Example of motion estimation and compensation in the yellow dress, man and upper body motion sequences. The superimposition of the reference (I t ) and target frame (I t+1 ) is shown in (a), (d), and (g) while in (b), (e), (h) we show the correspondences between the target (red) and the reference frame (green). The superposition of the motion compensated reference frame (I t,mc ) and the target frame (I t ) is shown in (c), (f), and (i). Each small cube corresponds to a voxel in the motion compensated frame.
are coded sequentially in the following way. Only the first frame is coded independently using a classical octree compression scheme based on children pattern sequence [52] , while all the other frames are coded by using as a reference frame the previously coded frame. We first code the motion vectors with the proposed coding scheme of Sec. V-A. The motion signal in each of the 3D directions is coded separately.
In Fig. 10 we first show the advantage of transforming the motion vectors in the graph Fourier domain, in comparison to coding directly in the signal domain, for the man sequence. Different stepsizes for uniform quantization are used to obtain different coding rates, hence different accuracies of the motion vectors. The performance is measured in terms of the signal-to-quantization noise ratio (SQNR) for a fixed number of bits per vertex. The SQNR is computed on pairs of frames. Each point in the rate distortion curve corresponds to the average over 64 frame pairs. The results confirm that coding the motion vectors in the graph Fourier domain results in an efficient spatial decorrelation of the motion signals, which brings significant gain in terms of coding rate. Similar results hold for the other two sequences, but we omit them due to space constraints.
We study next the effect of motion compensation in the coding rate of the 3D positions. We recall that for a particular depth of the tree, the coding of the geometry is lossless. There exists however a tradeoff between the overall coding rate of the geometry and the coding rate of the motion vectors as we illustrate next. In particular, we compare the motion compensated dual octree scheme as described in Sec. V-B, to the dual octree scheme of [6] , and the static octree compression algorithm [52] . In Fig. 11 , we illustrate the coding rate of the geometry with respect to the coding rate of the motion vectors, measured in terms of the average number of bits per vertex (bpv) over all the frames, for each of the three competitive schemes. The coding rate of the geometry includes the coding rate of the motion vectors. In Fig. 11(a) , the smallest coding rate of the geometry (3.3 bpv) for the man sequence is achieved for a coding rate of the motion vectors of only 0.1 bpv. The latter indicates that coarse quantization of the motion vectors is enough for an efficient geometry compression. A smaller number of bits per vertex however tends to penalize the effect of motion compensation, giving an overall coding rate that approaches the one of the dual octree compression scheme. Of course, a finer coding of the motion vectors increases the overhead in the total coding rate of the geometry. The corresponding numbers for the static octree and the dual octree compression scheme are approximately 3.42 and 3.5 respectively. These results indicate that the temporal structure captured by the dual octree compression scheme is not sufficient to improve the coding rate with respect to the static octree compression algorithm. Motion compensation is thus needed to remove the temporal correlation. However, the overall gain that we obtain is small and corresponds to 3.5% bpv and 5.7% bpv with respect to the static octree and the dual octree compression algorithm respectively. Moreover, motion compensation does not seem to bring a significant gain in the coding of the geometry of the upper body sequence in Fig. 11(b) . As we already mentioned before this sequence contains frames that are quite noisy. As a result, the performance of motion compensation seems to deteriorate, especially in the case of consecutive frames with appearing or disappearing nodes.
In order to study the effect of the motion in the compression performance, we perform two different tests in the yellow dress sequence. In the first test, we compress the entire yellow dress sequence, which is a low motion sequence. In the second test, we sample the sequence by keeping only 10 frames that are characterized by higher motion between consecutive frames. We then compress the geometry for this new smaller sequence. In Fig. 11(c) , we observe that when the motion is low, the motion compensated dual octree and the dual octree compression algorithms are much more efficient in coding the geometry in comparison to the static octree compression algorithm. Moreover, the motion compensated dual octree scheme requires a slightly smaller number of bits per vertex (2.2 bpv), for a coding rate of the motion vectors of 0.1 bpv. The coding rate for the dual octree and the static octree compression algorithm are respectively 2.24 and 2.6 bpv. On the other hand, the static octree compression scheme outperforms the dual octree compression algorithm in the higher motion sequence of 10 frames, with coding rates of 3 and 2.8 bpv respectively. The motion compensated dual octree compression algorithm can close the gap between these two methods by achieving a coding rate of 2.8 bpv. We note that this performance is achieved for an overhead of 0.15 bpv for coding the motion vectors. Due to this overhead, the performance of the static octree and the motion compensated dual octree compression algorithm are relatively close.
C. Color Compression
In the next set of experiments, we use motion compensation for color prediction, as described in Section V-C. That is, using the smoothed motion field, we warp the reference frame I t to the target frame I t +1 , and predict the color of each point in I t +1 as the average of the three nearest points in the warped frame I t,mc . We fix the coding rate of the motion vectors to 0.1 bpv and, for the sake of comparison, we compute the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) after predicting the color in the following three different ways: (i) the colors of points in the target frame are predicted from their nearest neighbors in the warped frame I t,mc , (SNR mc ) (ii) the colors of points in the target frame are predicted from their nearest neighbors in I t (SNR previous ), and (iii) the colors of points in the target frame are predicted as the average color of all the points in I t (SNR avg ). The SNR for frame I t +1 is defined as SNR = 20 log 10
, where we recall that c t +1 and c t +1
are the actual color and the color prediction respectively. The prediction error is measured by taking pairs of frames in the sequence and computing the average over all the pairs. The obtained values are shown in Table I . We notice that for three sequences motion compensation can significantly reduce the prediction error, by obtaining an average gain in the color prediction of 2.5 dB and 8-10 dB with respect to simple prediction based on the color of the nearest neighbors in the reference frame, and the average color of the reference frame respectively.
We finally use the prediction obtained from our motion estimation and compensation scheme to build a full scheme for color compression, that is based on a prediction path of a series of frames. Compression of color attributes is obtained by coding the residual of the target frame with respect to the color prediction obtained with the scheme described in Section V-C. In our experiments, we code the color in small blocks of Fig. 11 . Effect of the coding rate of the motion vectors on the overall coding rate of the geometry for the motion compensated dual octree algorithm. By sending the motion vectors at low bit rate (≈ 0.1 bpv), the motion compensated dual octree scheme performs slightly better than the static octree and the dual octree compression algorithm. 16 × 16 × 16 voxels. We measure the PSNR obtained for different levels of the quantization stepsize in the coding of the color information, hence different coding rates, for both independent [7] and differential coding. The results for the three datasets are shown in Fig. 12 . Each point on the curve corresponds to the average PSNR of the RGB components across the first ten frames of each sequence, obtained for a quantization stepsize of = [32, 64, 256, 512 , 1024] respectively. We observe that at low bit rate ( = 1024), differential coding provides a gain with respect to independent coding of approximately 10 dB for all the three sequences. On the other hand, at high bit rate, the difference between independent and differential coding tends to become smaller, as both methods can code the color quite accurately. Examples of the decoded frames of the yellow dress sequence for = 32, 1024 are shown in Fig. 13 . Finally, we note that the gain in the coding performance is highly dependent on the length of the prediction path. As the number of predicted frames increases, the accumulated quantization error from the previously coded frames is expected to lead to a gradual PSNR degradation that is more significant at low bit rate. This can be mitigated by periodic insertion of reference frames, and by optimizing the number of predicted frames between consecutive reference frames.
D. Discussion
Our experimental results have shown that motion compensation is beneficial overall in the compression of 3D point cloud sequences. The main benefit though is observed in the coding of the color attributes, providing a gain of up to 10 dB with respect to coding each frame independently. The gain in the compression of the 3D geometry is only marginal due to the overhead for coding the motion vectors. Color compression performance (dB) vr. bits per vertex for independent and differential coding on the three datasets for a quantization stepsize of = [32, 64, 256, 512, 1024] . Moreover, from the experimental validation in our datasets, we observe that the proposed motion compensated geometry compression framework that is based on the differential coding of consecutive octree graph structures is the most expensive part of the overall compression system. Only a very coarse quantization of the motion vectors is sufficient to achieve an overall good compression rate. We expect however the bit rate to increase with the level of the motion. Empirically, for each vertex in the man sequence, we need 0.1-0.2 bits to code the motion vectors, 0.1-0.3 bits for the color residual, and 3.3 bits for the geometry compression. Similar observations hold for the other datasets.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a novel compression framework for 3D point cloud sequences that is based on exploiting temporal correlation between consecutive point clouds. We have first proposed an algorithm for motion estimation and compensation. The algorithm is based on the assumption that 3D models are representable by a sequence of weighted and undirected graphs where the geometry and the color of each model can be considered as graph signals. Correspondence between a sparse set of nodes in each graph is first determined by matching descriptors based on spectral features that are localized on the graph. The motion on the rest of the nodes is interpolated by exploiting the smoothness of the motion vectors on the graph. Motion compensation is then used to perform geometry and color prediction. Finally, these predictions are used to differentially encode both the geometry and the color attributes. Experimental results have shown that the proposed method is efficient in estimating the motion and it eventually provides significant gain in the overall compression performance of the system.
There are a few directions that can be explored in the future. First, it has been shown in our experimental section that a significant part of the bit budget is spent for the compression of the 3D geometry, which given a particular depth of the octree, is lossless. A lossy compression scheme that permits some errors in the reconstruction of the geometry could bring non-negligible benefits in terms of the overall rate-distortion performance. Second, the optimal bit allocation between geometry, color and motion vector data stays an interesting and open research problem, due mainly to the lack of a suitable metric that balances geometry and color visual quality. Third, the estimation of the motion is done by computing features based on the spectral graph wavelet transform. Features based on data-driven dictionaries, such as the ones proposed in [55] , are expected to increase significantly the matching, and consequently the compression performance.
